N Ford C Fire Truck

**County Fire (Red & White)**

- ATH10285: N Ford Fire Rescue Truck, County Fire #6

**Fire Department**

- ATH10286: N Ford Fire Rescue Truck, Rescue Co #32

**Fire Protection District**

- ATH10287: N Ford Fire Rescue Truck, FPD #213

**County Fire (Orange)**

- ATH10288: N Ford Fire Rescue Truck, County Fire #2

$28.98 SRP

Announced 12.29.17
Orders Due: 01.26.18
ETA: December 2018
N Ford C Fire Truck

Volunteer Fire

ATH10289  N Ford Fire Rescue Truck, Volunteer Fire #2

Fire Rescue

ATH10290  N Ford Fire Rescue Truck, Fire Rescue #3

All Road Names

PROTOTYPE HISTORY:
The Ford C-Series is a medium-duty cab-over engine (COE) truck that was built by Ford between 1957 and 1990. It was used primarily for local delivery, and fire apparatus. Many of the fire trucks came merely as cab and windshield models.

In production nearly unchanged for 33 years, the C-Series was the longest-produced commercial truck in North America at the time it was discontinued.

MODEL FEATURES:
- Decorated models fully-assembled and ready to run out of the box
- Highly-detailed, injection-molded body
- Separately applied details
- Blister packaging for easy viewing

This page is based on the copyrighted Wikipedia article “Ford C-Series” (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ford_C-Series); it is used under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License (CC-BY-SA http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WP:CCBYSA). You may redistribute it, verbatim or modified, providing that you comply with the terms of the CC-BY-SA.
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